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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the set of singular values of the product AB- C, as well as any 
norm of this product, is invariant with respect to the choice of a generalized inverse 
B- if and only if AI- C is invariant itself. This is in contrast with the corresponding 
invariance property of the set of eigenvalues of AE- C, for which the invariance of 
AK C is not necessary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L,, be the set of m X n complex matrices. We will denote the 
conjugate transpose, Moore-Penrose inverse, and set of all singular values of 
L E GI,” by L*, L+, and a(L), and the set of all eigenvalues and trace of 
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LE@?nm by A(L) and tr(LI, respectively. Further, 5%‘(L) and &%? l(L) will 
stand for the range of L and its or&complement, and P, and QL will denote 
the orthogonal projectors on .5@(L) and &?Z’ * (L), that is, P, = LL+ and 
QL = I,,, -LL+, where I, is the identity matrix of order m. Then the set of 
all generalized inverses ((l)- inverses, inner inverses) of L E C, n, defined as 
&i(L) = {L- E C,,, : LL- L = L}, may be represented in the form 
see e.g. Rao and Mitra (1971, p. 26). 
Baksalary and Puntanen (1990, Theorem 1) have recently shown that, for 
any A,B EC,,,, the set X(AB-) is invariant with respect to the choice of 
B-, that is, 
A(AB-) = A(AB+) for every B- E &i(B) , (2) 
if and only if the sum of these eigenvalues is invariant, that is, 
tr(AB-) = tr(AB+) for every B- E &i(B), (3) 
for which it is necessary and sufficient that 
W(A) r.!%?(B) and 5!Z’(A*) cs(B*). (4) 
In this note we examine the corresponding property for any norm of AB- C 
and for the set a(AB-C), where A E C,,,, B E Cp,_, and C E C,,,. We 
compare the invariance criterion derived, which turns out to be identical in 
the two cases, with a criterion for the invariance of the product AI- C on the 
one hand and with a criterion for the invariance of the set A(AB- C> on the 
other hand, assuming in the second case that AB- C is square. 
2. RESULTS 
Since A(AB- C) may differ from A(CAB- ) by zeros only, and since 
tr(A.B-C) = tr(CA.B-), Theorem 1 below is an immediate consequence of 
the equivalence between the conditions (21, (31, and (4). 
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THEOREM 1. For any A E C,,,, B E Cp,“, and C E Cp,,,, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A(AB- C) = A(AB+ C) fw every B- E di(B), 
(b) tr(AB- C) = tr(AB+ C) fw every B- E Si(B), 
(c) S%?(A*C*) c g(B*) and a(CA) c S%?(B). 
Notice that the invariance of A(AB- C) or tr(AB- C) does not require the 
invariance of the product ABC itself, the latter property holding if and 
only if 
A = 0 or C = 0 or a(A*) c g(B*) along with S’(C) c S%‘(B) ; 
(5) 
cf. Rao and Mitra (1971, p. 21, 43), Rao, Mitra, and Bhimasankaram (1972, 
Lemma l), Hartwig (1975, Theorem), and Carlson (1987, p. 81). For exam- 
ple, if 
A=(; _;)> B=(; ;), and c=(:, ;), 
then a general representation of B- E 3i(B) is 
which yields 
It follows that A(AB-C) = {LO) for every B- E &i(B) although ABC 
depends on wai. 
It turns out that a criterion for the invariance of the set a(AB- C) of the 
singular values of AB C, as well as a criterion for the invariance of any norm 
of AB- C, is substantially stronger than the conditions of Theorem 1. 
Actually, Theorem 2 below shows that a(AB- C> and IlAB- Cl1 cannot be 
invariant unless the matrix AB- C is invariant itself. Notice that now ABC 
need not be square. 
In the proof of Theorem 2 we will utilize a simple property of a matrix 
norm given in the following lemma. It should be pointed out that for its 
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derivation we do not need the submultiplicativity property ]]KL]l< IlKI] IlLI/, 
and therefore our lemma and Theorem 2 are valid under a wider definition of 
the matrix norm, as in Ben-Israel and Greville (1974, p. 33). 
LEMMA. For any K, L E C,,, and any matrix nom II * II, the property 
IIK+ cLll = IIKII for every c E C (6) 
holds $and only if L = 0. 
Proof. By the triangle inequality and homogeneity property [see e.g. 
Ben-Israel and Greville (1974, p. 33)], it follows that 
IlcLll = IlK+ CL-Kll < IlK+ CL/I+ IIKII, 
and therefore 
l/K+ cLll > Icl*IILII- IIKII. 
Hence it is seen that if L is nonzero, then IJK+ cLIJ --+m as ICI +m, which 
contradicts (6). n 
THEOREM 2. For any A E C,,,, B E C,,,, and C E C,,,, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) a(AB- C) = a(AB+ C) for every B- E Si(B), 
(b) IlAB- CII = IlAB+ Cl] f or every B - E #i(B), where II * II denotes any 
given matrix norm, 
(c) A = 0 or C = 0 or .%?(A*) G S%‘(B*) along with L%‘(C) c k@(B). 
Proof. It is clear that (a) implies 
tr[(AB-C)*ABC] = tr[(AB+C)*AB+C] for every B- E Si(B). 
(7) 
But this is a special form of statement (b), corresponding to the Euclidean 
(Frobenius) norm. Consequently, since (c) ensures the invariance of the 
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product AB-C itself, it is sufficient to prove that (c) follows from (b). In 
view of (l), (b) implies that 
IIAB+C+AQ~*W~C~~= llAB+ cll for every W, E C,,,. (8) 
Since W, in (8) may be replaced by cW, with c varying freely over C, the 
lemma above shows that (8) is equivalent to 
AQn.W,C = 0 for every W, E C “>P’ 
Hence it follows that C = 0 or AQn* = 0, the latter equality being an 
alternative form of the first inclusion in (5). In a similar way the requirement 
that 
llAB+ C + AW,Q,Cll = IlAB+ Cll for every W, E C,,, 
leads to 
AWaQnC = 0 for every Wa E C”,p, 
which is equivalent to A = 0 or QsC = 0, the latter equality being an 
alternative form of the second inclusion in (5). n 
The spectral norm of a matrix is, by definition, the maximum singular 
value of the matrix. On the other hand, the spectral norm of the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of a nonzero matrix is the inverse of the minimum nonzero 
singular value of the matrix. Consequently, the part “(a) w (b)” of Theorem 2 
leads to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. For any A E C,,,, B E Cp+, and C E Cp,,,, let B- E .Yi(B) 
and let o,(AB-C) and u,(AB- C> denote, respectively, the largest and the 
smallest nonzero singular value of AB- C. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) o(AB- C) = a(AB+ C) fbr every B- E &‘i(B>, 
(b) a&AB - C) = u@B + C) j&r every B- E &i(B), 
(c) a,(AB- C) = a,(AB+ C) fbr every B- E 9i(B). 
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